Inter-Generational Dialogue and Partnership REPORT
TO START WITH

Small, inter-generational group
Financial crisis big – EU funds table full
Inter-generational dialogue – FUTURE!

Different experiences – family (old style), Vzajemna (mutual insurance company), Council (age of members)
Short presentation of the project
Simbioz@ e-literate Slovenia
Throughout the project we addressed over 200,000 young people and over 300,000 older people in Slovenia. Within a week of e-literacy in October 2011 we made an impact on 25,000 elders, who gained basic computer knowledge.
CURRICULUM
SIMBIOZ@ IN NUMBERS

More than 10.000 voluntary hours by the organising team

Almost 13.000 voluntary hours by the volunteers
More than 96% of satisfied participants.

93% of participants now feel more confident with using computer and internet.
SIMBIOZ@ IN NUMBERS

97 years had the oldest participant

10 years had the youngest volunteer

72 years had the oldest volunteer
AMBASSADORS OF

- Alfi Nipič (singer),
- dr. Anica Mikuš Kos (president of the Slovenian philanthropic organisation),
- Benjamin Tomažič (The Best Volunteer of 2010),
- Boris Cavazza (actor),
- Boštjan Grubar in Nikola Sekulovič (music band Dan D),
- Boštjan Romih (radio and TV host),
- Fanči Moljk (reporter, slovenian language teacher in retirement),
- Irena Preda (singer),
- Iva Krajnc (actress),
- Janez Hočevar – Rifle (actor),
- Jasna Kuljaj (tv host),
- Marko Potrč (radio and tv host),
- Martina Šraj (singer),
- dr. Mateja Kožuh Novak (president of the Retired People Organisation),
- Matjaž Javšnik (actor),
- Perpetuum Jazzile (vocal music group),
- Tjaša Kokalj (reporter and photo model),
- prof. dr. Vid Pečjak (psychologist),
- Vid Valič (comedian and TV host).
SPONSORS

- Telekom Slovenije,
- Microsoft Slovenija,
- Loterija Slovenije,
- BMW Group Slovenija with the brand Mini,
- Vzajemna,
- Studio Moderna.
558 publications in social media

200 billboards all over Slovenia

Overall we addressed more than 500,000 people in Slovenia.
We believe in the power of intergenerational cooperation
... and volunteers with heart ...
KEY ISSUES

- We do not have generational representatives

- Demographic changes and active older people

- Find different areas – not only computers
KEY MESSAGES

- Inter-generational cooperation is unpredictable in a positive way (Uruguay, story One Laptop per child)

- Strategy and policies (quota for women, why not - intergenerational boards)

- Inter-generational processes – added value, new ideas

- Proactive investment – NGO, government
FINAL MESSAGE

WE ALL NEED TO INVEST TO INTER-GENERATIONAL DIALOGUE AND PARTNERSHIP

IT IS INVESTMENT TO OUR FUTURE
THANK YOU

Žiga Vavpotič
Program director
m: +386 51 421 255

zigavavpotic@ypsilon.si